


PLARAD K

PLARAD K: MAXI POWER, MINI SIZE AND ULTRA-LIGHT 
Specially developed for low-clearance bolting work. The 
PLARAD K hydraulic torque tool combines compact 
dimensions and low weight with maximum power and 
versatility. 

The PLARAD K drive unit features a cylinder with an extremely 
low-profile ratchet. 

Fully height-adjustable ratchet head ensures that full power is 
transmitted regardless of space restrictions. 

PLARAD K is cost-effective, allowing different A/F-size inserts to be used in the one ratchet head. 

PLARAD K can be used with a wide range of accessories including different ratchet heads, open ring wrenches 
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SALIENT FEATURES 

SALIENT FEATURES 

PLARAD K's ingenious operating principle maximizes reliability and ease of use. The outer part of the tool 
oscillates about the midpoint of the ratchet. 

The insertable ratchet head transmits the rotary motion to the bolt head. Reaction forces are transmitted 
through the inner part of the tool. 

Used with an RKW ratchet, PLARAD K supports interchangeable hex inserts with A/F sizes from 24 to 170 mm. 
An RKF ratchet covers A/F sizes 24 to 95 mm. PLARAD K and an RKF ratchet is the ideal combination for use in 

This versatile hydraulic torque tool’s slim design really 
boosts your options – especially when it comes to low-
clearance, inaccessible bolting tasks. Its high speed and superb 
handling make for slimline execution times and job budgets 
too. 

Whether your business is machinery, wind turbines or natural 
gas, whether you need 250 or 45,000 Nm of torque, and 
whatever the bolt size – PLARAD FSX is the ideal tool for the 
most challenging of bolting tasks. Yet it combines an affordable 
price with frugal servicing needs and future-proof technology. 

PLARAD FSX 

Combines with fixed and exchangeable A/F size 
ratchet heads 
Hydraulic, operating pressure up to 800 bar 
Single or two-hose system 
Choice of safety couplings and 360° rotating 
hose connections 
PLARAD FSX is the fastest turbo torque tool on 
the market – three times faster than normal 
depending on the joint 
Torsion-resistant, compact, lightweight 
titanium case ensures long, reliable, cost-
effective service and delivers up to a 70 percent 

Fine-splined torque transmitting parts such as 
the ratchet and ratchet head attain the 
selected torque with maximum precision
Patented linkage makes piston and ratchet 
separate and automatically reconnect in the 
event of sudden bolt loosening shocks.
Upgradable with measurement system
Patented separate high-pressure safety cylinder 
(SQS system) withstands maximum  pressures 
Extra heavy duty loosening-shock absorber 
protects the operator and the tool in the most  
extreme conditions.
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